1. List the members of your group below. Underline your name.

2. Answer the following based on Gopen and Swan’s paper on scientific writing.¹

   (a) The stress position of a sentence is located at

   (b) The topic position of a sentence is located at

   (c) Subject-verb separation should be

   (d) Provide an original (your own creation) example of a sentence that can be improved by applying one or more of the ideas described in the paper. In particular, provide:

      i. The original sentence:

      ii. The rewritten sentence:

      iii. A brief explanation of which of the paper’s ideas were used in the rewriting, and how.

3. List the paper’s principal recommendations. For each, provide your own example of
text rewritten to follow the recommendation.
4. List, and briefly explain, the three most important differences between Computer Science presentations on theoretical topics and those on other topics.

5. Repeat Question 4 with a focus on Capstone presentations.

6. Provide three important recommendations not covered by the guide.